In t his p a per the ga mm a fa mily of probability di st ribu t ions is st udi ed in co nn cction wit h t he dist ri bution of hourly medi an received power or transm ission loss. By tak in g a mixture of R ay leigh di st ri b ut ions with gamm a di stri butions as mixing d ist ribu t ions th e lo ng-term distr ibutions of instanta neous sign al power are t heoreticall y deri ved . Th ese di st ribu tions arc eva luated in closed fo rm under seve ra l hy potheses . T he qu es tio n o f estim atin g t he parameters is di scussed. Grap hs a nd tab les arc prepared to facilitate t he a ppli catio n of t he theory to t he d ata.
Introduction
When in co herent scatter is L1le dominant m ode of' radio wave propagation, as is t he case with VHF a llcl UHF tr oposp heric transmiss ion , t he di stribu tion fun ctions of' samples of instan taneous or ho urly median r ece ived p owe r show a great deal of va riability. Some of' t he variab ili ty, asc ribable to sO llle obvious physical parameters such as t he diW'nal and seasonal vari ation a nd t he a ngle of transmi ss ion, may be separated out from tbe data. However , due to th e sheer complexity of the phys ical mechanism involved, most of t he variability in the data could only be studied statistically. Since on cer tain statisti cal hypotheses the sum or a great m any r andom variables is normally distributed, it has been ass umed t hat tIle short-tenll di str ibution or instantaneous received power , z, is Rayleigh distributed. In statistical litera tu re t be Rayleigh distribution is more famili al' under t he n ame of exponen tial distribution or X2 distribut ion with 2 deg freedom. The Rayleigh di stribu tion , h oweve r, do es give a good fit neither to th e long-term d istribution of instantaneo us power, z , nor to the distribution of short-term (say hOLU' ly ) mean or median power, q, of the received signal. In previous work on t bis subject it has been tentatively assumed t hat q is lognormally distributed.
In this paper we consider an alternate family of distributions to lo gnormal, i.e., the two parameter gamma family . The ar gLUnents in favor of choosing this particular fam ily are the following. First, among the various distributions which could be defined on the positive real line (0, 00) the gamma family is a natUl'al extension of the R ayleigh distribution. Second, t he generalized Laguerre polynomials associated with the function e-'x a form fl, complete orthogonal basis for t he space of functions which ar e in tegrable 0 vel' (0, <Xl) . Bence, choosin g an appropriate gamma pro bability density function will give a zeroth order approximation to the probability density fun ction of any positive random variable, such as the power or amplitude of a vector. 1 Boulder Laboratori.es, Nat ional Bureau of Standards, Boulder, 0010.
1£ fUl'til er approxima.tions ar e desired , they co uld b e easily obtain ed ill term s of parti a l s ums of the L aguerre polynomial expansion. Third, if we ass um e th at x= "Aqf3, "A > O, {3 r!' 0 , is a gam ma variate, we obtain a fa mily oC distributions whi ch has great fl exibili ty to meet the demands oC the variously sh aped empirical distribu tions of g. FOUl'th , the ass ump tio n that q or l /q is a gamm a val'i ttte leads to th e distribution of Z wh ich can be eva.lu(1,ted in closed form, whereas th e log nol'lli al assumption for q (bence for Ji g aswell) leads to an in tegntl which r emains intractable. Las tly, of COUl'se, the final criterion betwee n several hypoth eses is a "goodness of fit " test to the a ctual data. A comp arison of the gener al shapes of the theoretical distribu tions with t hose oC the empirical di stributions suggests that in tIl e majority of cases the gamm a fami ly may give a better fit to the d~Lta. than the lognormal. However , th e lo gnormal fam ily ca nnot b e completely r uled ou t . Thus, at present, it seems desirable to k eep the statistical approac h fl exible en ough to include both th ese bmilies in the a na lysis of scatter propagation data.
. Distribution of Hourly Median Received Power
In NBS Technical Note N umber 43 entitled, "A survey of VHF and UHF tropospheric transmission loss data and their long-term variabili ty ," l iVilliamson et al. [1960] present empirical distributions of hourly median b asic transmission loss for 135 beyondline-oI-sig ht r adio paths in th e United States. Tra nsmissio n loss is defmed as the ratio of total radiated power to r esulting sign al power available fr om t he r eceiver. All data rtr e re ported in terms of basic transmission Loss, defined as the transmission loss expected betwee n iso tropic antennas, and expressed in decibeLs. The empir ical distribution function is plotted on th e nor mal probability paper as i t is tentatively assum ed t hat the homly median transmission loss will be log normally distributed. A SUl'vey of th e gr aphs indica tes, h owever, th at most of th em ar e not straight lines. Broadly speaking, the 1.5 0" Again, generally speaking, it seems that convex CUTves are more numerous than straight lines or concave curves, although the proportion of the latter mentioned cW'ves is significant . A very few exceptional CUTves have inflexion points, and, for the present, we will ignore theIn.
To give more precise meanings to this discussion, we introduce the following notation:
q= hourly median received power, qo = long-term median of q, Q= 10 loglo (q/qo), G(y) = Pr(q?:"y), G1(y) = Pr(Q?: ..y) .
{3 =r£ 0 and 'Yare arbitrary real numbers. This is to say that if q is lognormally distributed so is 'Agf', where ' A > O, and {3=r£0 are arbitrary. In particular, since l /q is proportional to the transmission loss, setting {3 = -1, we have that the hourly median transmission loss is lognormally distributed if q is.
Let p = l /q, P = -Q, G2(y) = Pr(P?:..y) , then Thus if the graph of G1(y) on the normal probability paper is a straight line so is the graph of G2(y). On the other hand, if the graph of GJ (y) on this paper is a convex CUTve the graph of G2(y) will be concave and vice versa.
Let x= } ..qf3, }..> O, (3=r£0. In this paper we propose the family of gamma distributions specified, for each a>-l, by the probability density function for the random variable x. In figures 2, 3, and 4 is plotted on the normal probability paper against y = lO{3(loglo q-log)o qo) , where qo is the median of the where X = Aq~ and qo= median oj q.
--/3010 distribution of q, for selected values of a and (3-From the shapes of these graphs it is reasonable to conclude that distributions chosen from this family would give satisfactory fits to the curves of categories 2 and 3_
Estimation of Parameters
In this paper we will confine our attention only to the case when (3 = 1 or -1. We will therefore assume that either q or p is a gamma variate with probability density function
Note the chano'e in notation for cf>(x). Now we have included A explicitly in the expression for cf>(X) , In figme 1, cf>(x) is plotted on arithmetic scale for selected values of a and A.
Let Xl, ' . . , XN be a random sample from cf>(X) , The question of how to obtain such a sample in practice where, in general, successive observations are correlated is defened to section 5. To solve the mathematical problem of estimation we may proceed in several ways. The most efficient method, as fully discussed by Fisher [1922J and recently studied by Greenwood and Durand [1960] , is the method of maximum likelihood. We will outline this method briefly. Let A be the arithmetic mean and G the geometric mean of XI, . . " XN, i.e.,
(3 .2)
The natmal lo~arithm, L, of the likelihood function (the joint prObability density of XI, ... , XN considered as a function of the parameters a and A) is given by L(a , A) = 1: In cf>(xi) = N [(a + l) In A-ln f(a + l) + a lnG-AA],
which shows that (A , G) are jointly sufficient for (a, A). Differentiating (3.3) with respect to a and "A and equating the resulting expressions to zero, we must have; and X as the solutions of the equations (a+1) /A=A, 1/J(a + l)-ln A= ln G,
is a tabulated function [Davis 1933 ]. Taking the logarithm of the first equation and subtracting the second, we obtain the pair of equations "A = (a + l) /A, In (a + 1)-1/J(a + 1) = ln (A/ G) . (3.4) In Wl'i t ten Reprinted with th e permission of Dr . J. Stuart Hunter, Editor of "T e chnome trics". F r om the sample we evaluate y = ln A -In G, and from t he table we r ead or interpolate TIp . Dividing t he value of TlP ( = y p) by y we thus ob tain t he maxim urn likelihood es tim_ a te of p = a + 1, t hen fr om t be second equation III (3.5) t be estimate of ' A. We sball write t hese estimates as p =~+ 1, and ~, A r esp ectively. The lar ge sample variances of ' A and ~ ar e [Fisher 1922 ] T o decide whether q or p = l /q is to be assum ed a gamma variate in a given situation we calculate the maximized likelihoods with x= q and p . Let L1 A A and L2 be t he values of L(a, ' A) corr esponding to x= q and x= p r espectively . If L 1> L 2 we decide that q is a gamm a variate; otherwise th at pIS. Ordinarily a graphical criterion will suffice. For example, we may proceed in the following manner.
Let F*(x) denote the proportion of values of Q exceeding x. P lot F*(x) versus x on a normal probability paper with values of x on the vertical axis increasing upward and values of F*(x) on the horizontal axis increasing from left to right. If the graph is concave (convex) toward the axes then q(p) will be considered a gamma variate.
A quick but inefficient way of estimating a and A is to equate the first two moments (or logarithmic moments, in case the data are recorded in decibels) to the corresponding moments (or logarithmic moments) of (3.1).
The theoretical mean and variance of ¢(x) are, respectively
The sample estimates of m and v can then be used in these equations to estimate A and a. If the value of a is small, say less than 5, this method , as shown by Fisher (1922) , is extremely inefficient; hence almost always the estimation should be carried out by the method of maximmn likelihood rather than by the method of moments.
Since power is usually measured in decibels, it is convenient to make rough estimates of a and A directly from such measurements. In particular if it is assumed that x h as a gamma distribution, and the mean and variance of the random variable ~= 1O loglo x are (and uL then we have the relations u~ = (10 loglo e)21/-' (1 + a), -~= (10 loglo e)[", (l + a)-loge A], (3 .8) where ", (x) and 1/-' (x) are defin ed earlier. Th e procedure for estimating parameters is a simple one: 1. Solve for a from the ' equation involving ur 2. Solve for A, with the known a, from the equation involving ~. Concerning the efficiency of this estimation procedure, the same general remarks apply here as to the estimation procedure based on the moments of x.
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.1. An Example
In the following Let F* (x) denote the proportion of values of Q exceeding x. Then j F*(j+0.5) = 1-'L,jk/N, j = l, 2, . .. , 48, k= l wherejk is the frequency of the value Q= lc. vVe note that the argument of F* is to be takenj + 0.5 rather than j, as the integral value j of Q in the table is actually the midpoint of the haH-open intenral (j -0.5,j + 0.5 ) . A visual check of the graph of F*(x ) on the normal probability paper indicated that p = l /q rather than q should be assumed to be a gamma variate . A test based on the likelihood ratio seemed unnecessary. To estimate a and A by the method of maximum likelihood we calcula te the arithmetic mean, AI)' and the geometric mean, Gp , of p . These are Thus 1) = ln Ap -ln Gp = 1.2729, and interpolation in For the best fitting lognormal distribution for q, i.e., for the best fitting normal distribution for Q, we calculate the maximum likelihood estimates of the mean and variance of Q to be respectively. The graphs of F* (x), and the best fitting gamma and lognormal distributions are given in figure 5 .
To see whether the gamma distribution for p gives a better fit to the data than the lognormal for q, we calculate the maximized likelihoods in both cases.
The logarithm (on base 10) of the maximized likelihood under the hypothesis of gamma distribution for p is + 703 , while that under the lognormal distribution for q is -1398. Thus, in the present situation, the hypothesis that p is a gamma variate is decidedly preferred over the other alternative.
. Long-Term Distribution of Instantaneous Power
When incoherent scatter is the dominant mode of radio wave prop.agation, it has been observed that over short periods of time the instantaneous received power, z, is Rayleigh distributed. If the mean power over this period b e denoted by q, the probability density function of z is given by ( 4.1 ) This can also be written, with p = l /q, as If it is assumed that q itself has the probability d ensity function h(q), the (long-term) probability density function of z will be given by
If now q or p is assumed to have a gamma probability density function ¢ (x) given in (3.1), we have in the one case f (z) = i ' " 1(zl q)¢ (q)dq and in the other .I,(z) = i ' " .I,(zlp)¢(p)dp.
We will firs t consider the case when p is a gamma variate.
Situation 1. If p has the probability density function
The tail probability, i.e., the probability that the power exceeds a given level z, For large z/t.. this behaves like and for small z/t.., The tail probability, i. e., the probability tbat the power exceeds a given level z,
is found by the same methods to be where O(x) signifies a quantity whi ch tends to zero more rapidly tban x when x tends to zero. The momen ts of the distribution of Z are easily evaluated to be, for r= O, 1, 2, ... , x If we denote by F,,(x) the tail probability as a function of x and a, i.e., then the use of the relations between K's leads to (4.9) In figure 7 F( z ) is plotted on the normal probability paper against Y = 10 log 10 (Z/ ZO.5) , where ZO.5 is the median of the distribution of z.
Discussion
To keep the mathematical reasoning uncluttered with nonmathematical considerations we have glided over a few points which need to be discussed more fully.
First, it may be mentioned that the observations on z come as a time series. In this paper we have assumed that the (univariate) distribution function of z, hence of q, is time-invariant. For estimating the long-term distribution this assumption may be quite valid. However, if one wishes to study other charact eristics of the data on z, such as the presence of dimnal and seasonal cycles, it would be necessary to use the methodology of time series analysis. This was not attempted in this paper.
Second, assuming that the distributions of z and of q are time-invariant, that the short-term distribution of z is Rayleigh with mean q, and that the distribution of q or l /q is either lognormal or gamma, the question still remains: prior to a contemplated experiment how can we say which distribution will apply? To answer this question we require considerably more understanding of the physics of scatter propagation, a detailed knowledge of important physical variables over a transmission path, and an elaborate investigation of various statistical hypotheses. Thus, at the present state of the art, this question cannot be answered. However, after the data are collected, a decision can be made based on either the likelihood l a tio criterion or on some other "goodness-of-fit" test such as x 2 or Kolmogorov's tests.
Third, to insme independence between observations as required in section 3 for estimating ex and A it is necessary to take values of q sufficiently widely separated. This again may require a preliminary investigation of the autocorrelation function of q. In practice , it will not be difficult to decide how far apart these values are to be taken. We note that, if the values of q constitute a random sample so will the values of p.
Fomth, we have not discussed the problem of estimating ex and A as the parameters of F (z) or F1( z ). W e have implicitly assumed that A and ex will be estimated as the parameters of the gamma distribution from a sample of values of q. In prin-762 ciple, it is preferable to apply the method of maximum likelihood to the distribution of z itself if the object is to obtain a distribution of z (rather than that of q). However, in this case, the solution of likelihood equations seemed to be laborious, hence we have accepted the estimating procedure as outlined in section 3.
Lastly, a more flexible approach to the entire problem is to assume that X= Aqf3, A> O, {37""0 , is a gamma variate. This was briefly mentioned at the end of section 2. In this case, we will ha\T e three parameters, A, (3, and ex, instead of two. The main difficulty, again, is in the estimation procedme. We hope to investigate this generalized model in the future.
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